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THE PLATFORM
Implemented between July 2010 and November 2012, the ENPATES project, which
had been carried out with the support of the Prevention of and Fight against Crime
Programme of the European Commission (Directorate-General Home Affairs),
achieved in establishing a Pan-European, stable and flexible platform for NGOs. The
project gradually involved anti-trafficking NGOs of EU Member States, candidates
and non-EU countries. Currently, 31 organizations have officially joined the
Platform, representing 26 different countries.
.
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After the project ending, accordingly to the Strategy discussed in Rome (ENPATES
General Assembly, November 2012) the Platform Governance (On the Road-Italy,
ACCEM-Spain, ALC-France and ADPARE-Romania) continues its effort in keeping the
Platform alive. Firstly, because we believe that the NGOs’ needs must be constantly
considered through the exchange of information on a regular basis; secondly
because we see in the ENPATES Platform a great added value that must not be lost:
the strength of working always at a very concrete level, deep in the phenomena,
close to people.
In this view the present newsletter has been produced; furthermore some further
initiatives have been carried out, as described below.
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INITIATIVES
Fundings
Last year the European Commission launched a call for proposal under the
European Return Fund, established by decision of the European Parliament and of
the Council No 575/2007/EC of 23 May 2007 for the period 2008 to 2013 as part of
the General programme "Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows". The
objective of the Fund is to support the efforts made by the Member States to
improve the management of return in all its dimensions; as a specific aim of the
2012 Return Fund Community Actions is reintegration measures accompanying the
return of victims of trafficking, the ENPATES Platform decided to apply under this
call. Find below an abstract of the project submitted on the 18th of February.
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Project title “CAIRO-Common Actions for the Improvement of Return Opportunities for
Trafficked Persons”. The project attempts to disseminate a stronger solidarity culture and
human rights’ centred approach in the return policies and re-integration measures in favour
of trafficked persons and a more effective cooperation in the prevention of human
trafficking. As emerged in recent reviews (eg. Toolkit to combat trafficking in persons,
UNODC, 2009 or Safer Path-System Action for the Empowerment of Refugees and Protection
Against Trafficking in Human Beings, On the Road, 2012) it is more clear than ever before
that human trafficking and international protection are overlapping concepts, since many
asylum seekers are actually victims of trafficking and vice versa. It is therefore advisable to
set up integrated measures which will go further national approaches or specific targetcentered perspectives towards the creation of a common system for the protection of human
rights and a stronger attention to the victims’ needs, as recommended by the EU Directive
2011/36 on preventing and combating human trafficking. Such an approach, that must be
regardless the specific target group, becomes relevant in the area of return: using as
benchmarks the UNHCR’s definition of durable solutions or the UNODC’s Toolkit, the
voluntary repatriation should guarantee the return in safety and with dignity to the country
of origin […] A particular concern regards also the scarce effectiveness of assistance
programme in home countries, due to the lack of adequate services aimed at the victims’ reintegration, accommodation solutions or vocational guidance, financial support or job
opportunities. These difficulties frequently refrain victims from joining return programmes
and may be ground for re-trafficking. With the purpose of filling these gaps the present
proposal (implemented by 14 Partners from 12 Member States and non-EU countries) will
increase the understanding of return policies and practices, comparing destination and
countries of origin, through a specific exploratory research (Milestone 1) and build up a
stronger attention to the victims’ needs through the development of an Intervention Guide
for good Case Management practices in specialized assistance services for returnees
(Milestone 2) which will establish a model of sustainable and individualized measures for the
reintegration of trafficked persons in origin countries. Such outputs will be disseminated,
addressing all anti-trafficking actors, through the creation of specific deliverables
(Exploratory research final review; Project Recommendations and Intervention guide on
good Case Management practices in specialized assistance services for trafficked victims
returned to origin countries) and the arrangement of n.5 Transnational meetings (Milestone
3) […]

Mainstreaming
Furthermore some representatives of the ENPATES Governance Team carried out
mainstreaming activities with the aim of presenting the Platform and disseminating
its results. More specifically meeting with the following key actor have been
arranged: Zoi Sakelliadou, Assistant Policy Officer, EU Anti-Trafficking Coordinator
Unit-European Commission (Brussels, Dec. 2012); Gaetano Pellicano, Political
Advisor, USA Embassy in Italy; Tiziana Zannini, Equal Opportunities Department Italian Council of Ministries.
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THEMATIC DISCUSSION
Repatriation of victims of trafficking: to what extent is it safe and voluntary?
The Article 8 of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol (Protocol to prevent, suppress
and punish trafficking in persons, especially women and children, supplementing
the united nations convention against transnational organized crime, Palermo
2000) claims that the “return of victims must be facilitated with due regard to their
safety”; furthermore the Art. 11 of the Directive 2011/36/EU (Directive 2011/36/EU
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2011 on preventing and
combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing)
states that any supporting measures should be “not conditional on the victim’s
willingness to cooperate in the criminal investigation, prosecution or trial…”. In
other words no formal hierarchy with other solutions (like integration to the
country of destination) should be put in place.
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Nevertheless clear procedures to ensure that the return is conducted with due
regard for the rights, needs and safety of the person concerned are still lacking; as
reported for example by OSCE (1st Expert Meeting on Human Rights Protection in
the return of trafficked persons to countries of origin, Warsaw, 2009) the return
often represents the second choice solution due to the failure of re-integration
programmes in the destination country, or to the unwillingness to cooperate with
justice; the no refoulement principle is still not well cemented in National Legal
frameworks and most MS still do not provide victims with a permanent residence
permit. In other words trafficked persons are ultimately always obliged to return to
their country of origin, so that ‘voluntary’ return would better be referred to as
‘mandatory’ return. As a final consequence of the above mentioned problems the
risk of re-trafficking is very high!
In this view please find a brief story sent by our colleagues at Safer Sweden
Foundation.

The case of Alexandra
In Sweden we recently became aware of a case with the Romanian women, Alexandra, that
was identified by the police as forced to sell sexual services. The police interrogated here on
the spot for three hours. She didn´t want to co-operate in the crime investigation, therefore
she was sent home directly to Romania. Very soon she was found by her former traffickers,
and forced back to the trafficking situation in Sweden again. This time when identified she
was offered support. In the aftermath the police who identified her the first time now were
reported to the Swedish Attorney-General for handling her case wrongly. However the
Swedish Attorney-General declared that the police had acted correctly, and did refer to the
regulation that states that persons that the police have reasons to suspect will earn their
living in Sweden in a “dishonest” way may be immediately sent home. (Several represents
from the Roma communities, have been sent home to Bulgaria and Hungary referring to this
regulation, identified as forced to beg.)
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However many voices have been raised in Sweden against the treatment of Alexandra. The
Safer Sweden Foundation (Stiftelsen Tryggare Sverige) published an article in the evening
paper Aftonbladet that proclaimed that the police neglected the European Councils
Convention from 2005, regarding several articles and listed those. The alarming need to
make use, in practice, of the right to one month reflection period was raised. Also we argued
the need for developing good practice to fight re-trafficking and improve the routines
surrounding return to home countries. In fact, we wrote, this is exactly what we hope to get
funds to do through the CAIRO-project with ENPATES. We added that in Romania we have
contact with Adpare that can offer a help and support to victims. We could have helped
Alexandra, have the routines been better! This article has been quoted in Sweden, and media
has been writing intensely on the case of Alexandra. Also the matter, the lack of good
routines, has been up for discussion on political level. The policemen interrogating Alexandra
states in the media “this is the worst part of the work, to ask them questions, trying to build
up a confidence, trying to make them take part in the investigation”. This statement,
according to The Safer Sweden Foundation, further shows that there are a long way before
Sweden can declare that we have implemented the European conventions and directives
regarding victim’s rights.

Read more

www.enpates.org

Finally, The Safer Sweden Foundation, has written an open letter to the Swedish AttorneyGeneral, accusing him for neglecting several legislations, directives and conventions. One
example: referring to the Non-Punishment-Principle victims cannot be charged for crimes
they have been forced to commit. Furthermore, in Sweden selling sexual services is not a
crime and could thus not been seen as a “dishonest way of living”. And anyway the victim’s
human rights must not ever be neglected.

www.enpates.org

For more information about tools and mechanisms which can facilitate the return
of victims see the Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons (UNODC, 2008)

http://www.unodc.org/documents/humantrafficking/HT_Toolkit08_English.pdf

We also recommend to join the VREN Voluntary Return European Network an ecommunity, implemented by IOM, which promote the exchange of knowledge
among Governments, NGOs, civil society actors and individuals working in the field
of voluntary return and reintegration

http://www.vren-community.org/
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NEWS & RESOURCES
On forced labour
Our colleagues at MRCI Migrant Rights Centre Ireland, kindly informed us that last
January the Minister for Justice, Equality and Defence in Ireland announced an
amendment to the law that will criminalise forced labour (modern-day slavery). A
definition of forced labour will be inserted into Irish law that will ensure victims of
forced labour will receive greater protection and employers who commit this criminal
act can be prosecuted.
This is a great result, surely due also to the effort of MRCI, the Irish Congress of Trade
Unions and civil society organisations, that have been campaigning to criminalise
forced labour for the past two years.
For more information see the following links:

Department of Justice press release
MRCI press release
Article in The Journal

www.enpates.org

On forced labour we also suggest to read the analysis
“Overview of Trafficking in Human Beings for Labor Exploitation
- Challenges for the Western Balkan countries versus global
trends” written by Mihaela Ristovska at ASTRA-Serbia, that
provides an inspection of regional and European policies that shape today’s antitrafficking endeavors, including efforts to suppress human trafficking for the purpose
of labor exploitation.
Download the electronic version at the following link:

http://www.astra.rs/eng/?page_id=971

www.enpates.org

On the protection of victims of trafficking in criminal proceedings
Our colleagues at ASTRA-Serbia suggested the following study on the position of
victims of trafficking offences in criminal proceedings. The analysis “Protection of
Trafficking Victims' Rights through the Provision of Legal Assistance“ written by Tanja
Drobnjak attempts to assess the compliance of domestic regulations with
international standards in this area, the efficiency and implementation of the existing
regulations in practice, as well as the impact of education programs which
professionals employed in the judiciary system passed to date.
Download the electronic version at the following link:
http://www.astra.rs/eng/
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Launch of the EU civil society platform against trafficking
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The decision to establish the EU Civil Society Platform on THB builds on the wide
consultations that took place before the adoption of the EU Strategy towards the
Eradication of Trafficking in Human Beings 2012-2016, and an informal brainstorming
with civil society organisations during the 6th EU Anti-Trafficking Day conference on
18 October 2012 in Brussels. During that meeting participants shared ideas on the
possible structure of the Platform, the profiles of the organisations to participate, the
type and frequency of activities, the objectives and the ways forward. During the next
meeting the European Commission will facilitate further exchange of information and
ideas and invite the participants to discuss future
actions fostering open, inclusive and diverse
participation.
The event will take place on 31 May 2013 and will bring
together representatives of civil society organisations
whose work relate to addressing trafficking in human
beings. A second meeting is scheduled for the Fall 2013.
For more information see the following link:
http://ec.europa.eu/antitrafficking/download.action;jsessionid=t7gnRC1NTvnDSqsTF8HHxpZx4C57R2lTtVg4t
X3qrYwCJXTQYpgq!2112079233?nodePath=%2FEU+Policy%2FEU+Civil+Society+Platform+on+THB.pdf&f
ileName=EU+Civil+Society+Platform+on+THB.pdf&fileType=pdf

Finally the ENPATES project handbook is available on our website
www.enpates.org
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